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Background of problem: Pandemic attack of Corona Virus in the globe. Originating
from China and spreading over to Europe and Iran it now has invaded USA and
India. Virus attacked more than 100000
persons in 100 + countries now and death
toll has risen to 5000.
In India the Virus has affected more than 70
persons in Kerala, Delhi, Hyderabad, and
Jaipur and spreading to other states fast. It is
an onset of steep rise for Corona cases in
India. WHO has declared the virus has
pandemic meaning having a global spread. GOI has taken serious steps to control
the spread of virus being highly contagious disease. State Governments have taken
steps by screening patients with symptoms and then quarantine the suspects. The
spread of virus is controlled by prompt action of various governments in India.
However, the symptoms of Corona virus matches with the symptoms of routine
cough and fever and common respiratory problem and it is very difficult to know
whether a patient is suffering from pneumonia , Flu , SARS or from Corona virus.
The awareness spread on symptoms and precautions are laudable. However, an
individual who is suffering from normal cough and cold who is sneezing or coughing
continuously has to be quarantined at home or has to wear masks.
Governments have imposed travel
bans, preventing mass gatherings,
Shops and malls are empty or closed
down, many companies asked their
workforce to work from home. In this
backdrop it is natural to fear acquiring
corona virus which manifests after
couple of day and not immediately. Many of them are approaching astrologers and
trying to find out whether the cough and cold they are suffering from is an
incubation towards corona virus or it is just another disease which is not as deadly

as Corona. It is natural for them as the symptoms are similar in initial stages and
they want to rule out the possibility of Corona virus. Though afraid no one would
like to go for screening on their own unless forced to. The fear of quarantine in
hospitals is high among such patients.
Astrology is certainly helpful to know whether it is Corona or some other mild virus
or no disease at all. We can help mankind who are facing this pandemic having
spread over continents and now it is staring to engulf India.

How Astrology can help?
As an Astrologer you have to find out whether your consultant is suffering from
Corona Virus or not? How can you give conclusive answer? What are the rules to
know whether the suffering is from Corona virus or just ordinary cough and cold as
the initial symptoms of both are same? It’s a major responsibility and also an
opportunity to help mankind. In such epidemic many die out of fear even though
they are not suffering from the actual disease. There is a need to remove the fear
out of the minds of such consulting patients and give them confidence.
Mundane astrology, a branch of astrological sciences which is useful to predict the
geographical spread of such epidemic. The duration of epidemic, when can it be
fully controlled and the magnitude can be predicted with the application of
mundane astrology principles.
However, this article is for helping individuals directly through the principles of KP
medical astrology.
Medical Astrology: This branch of astrology is useful to predict the occurrence of
disease to an individual, its duration, recovery from the disease, medication,
success full or partial etc. Through medical astrology one can also predict if the
person suffering can succumb to death or will survive.
Rules of medical astrology:
Whenever Ascendant and Sixth house (Disease) are signified through the Dasa
Bhukti and Antara then the person will fall sick is a general principle. Planets in the
sixth house, aspects of planets on sixth house and lord of six and the transiting
planets aspects on sixth lord and the sixth house in case of natal chart will
determine the sickness in general. 6th house is the main house for disease, 8th for

difficulties and danger and 12th for hospitalization. 2nd and 7th are maraka houses
and Badhaka is 11th house for movable ascendant, 9th for fixed one and 7th for
common ascendant. In order to recover from illness DBA must signify either 5 or
11 or both. It should not connect to maraka and badhaka houses.
Medical astrology also has defined rules on which body part is affected based on
the sign on 6th house and which planets are associated with sixth and ascendant.
The Corona Virus: Origin and its infection cycle
The symptoms of this virus are coughing, sneezing, fever and breathing discomfort.
This virus enters the body through the nose mouth or eyes and then attaches to
cells in the airways that produce a protein called ACE2. The virus origin is in bats.
Virus infects the cells by fusing its oily
membrane with membranes of the cell.
It then releases RNA. As the infection
progresses the cell begins to churn out
new spikes and other proteins that will
form more copies of corona virus. New
copies of the virus are then carried out to
the outer edges of the cell. Each infected cell can release millions of copies of the
virus before the cell breaks down and dies. Virus may infect nearby cells of end up
in droplets that escape the lungs. The infected person gets fever as the immune
system fights to clear the virus. Sometime the immune system overreact and start
attacking the lung cells. The lung become obstructed with fluid and dying cells,
making it difficult to breathe, sometime leading to acute respiratory distress
syndrome. Coughing and sneezing can expel virus laden droplets on nearby people
and surfaces when the virus can remain infectious for several hours to days.
Houses and Signs to be considered for Corona
As per the Vedic astrology rules the Third
house or Gemini signify Right ear,
Shoulders, Collar, Hands and the related
bones, Lungs, breath and blood. Second
house or Taurus signify Teeth, speech,
right eye, Throat, Larynx, Cerebellum,

Neck and bones, blood vessels and nerves connecting throat and neck.
Among Planets: Mercury is associated with Throat, lungs and mouth and
respiratory system. Moon is connected with Cold and conditions like pneumonia.
Saturn signifies chronic lung disease among others and Ketu indicates viral
infection. Ketu also signify epidemic. Neptune signify infectious and contagious
diseases.

The related constellations for the disease are:
Rohini: Swelling in the neck, cold, fever, chest pain.
Mrigasira: Cold and cough, urinary infection.
Punarvasu: Pneumonia, lungs infection, tuberculosis etc.
Ashlesha: Gastric, breathing trouble, indigestion, excitation, cough problem etc.
Hence, for examining the horoscope for suspecting Corona Virus look for the
presence of Gemini and Taurus signs and planets Mercury, Ketu, Moon and
Neptune connecting with Sixth house and ascendant. Use the constellations on
6th cusp for further refinement.
KP or Krishnamurti paddhati is known for its accuracy, correct predictions and
timing of the events. There are clearly defined rules to predict if the person is
suffering or not, the causes, duration and the remedial direction. In KP a serious
question like whether consulting person is suffering from corona virus cannot be
answered from the birth chart. From birth chart KP astrologer can get an indication
on the life span and if the running DBA is indicating disease and relief. In order to
conclusively deal with a specific disease, KP astrologer must rely on the Horary
astrology and can use time chart or KP number chart. The number chart will be
more appropriate method. The results are more accurate and to get that KP
astrologer must follow some strict rules. The first and foremost is to get KP number
correctly from the patient or from nearest relative like father, mother, brother,
sister, son, daughter or friend etc. If the number is not taken in its full spirit then
the answer will not be correct. Client should give a number between 1 to 249,
keeping in mind the question “Whether I am suffering from Corona Virus and when
the disease will be cured?” As a KP astrologer you can look at the following link on
how to take KP number from client where a video has been posted by me.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qapCdR7H9JI&t=16s The second step is
Moon Connectivity. If the question is not indicated in the chart then certainly you
can’t predict the outcome correctly. It will be a matter of chance and you would
not like to take that chance for a serious question of health linked with Corona
virus. How and why to connect moon is also discussed at length in the following
video posted and you can refer to the link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7mVdYOLA0dw&t=108s
After obtaining the KP number with correct procedure and after moon reflecting in
the casted chart (Through self or its starlord signifying 6th, 8th or 12th houses and
Ascendant, 5 or 11) you can proceed in the following way.
KP Astrological Rules for Corona Virus test
1. If 6th cusp sub is in retrograde starlord then the person is not suffering from
Corona Virus. Good News!
2. If 6th Cusp sub is in direct starlord but is not signifying 6th or 12th then the
person is not suffering from Corona Virus. Good News!
3. If 6th cusp sub is in direct starlord and is signifying 6th then the person is
suffering from the Corona Virus. Have additional checks before confirmation
4. If 6th Cusp sub is signifying 6th and 12th then the person is certainly suffering
and will be admitted in a hospital. [4th CSL if connected to 3rd also gives
confirmation of staying away from his residence]
5. If 6th CSL is signifying 6th or 12th and also signifying 5 or 11 then though
suffering from virus the person will certainly recover quickly.
6. If 6th CSL is signifying 6 and 12 and not signifying either 5 or 11 then the
person will suffer for a longer period.
7. Examine the DBAs. The bhukti lord and antara lord if signifying only 6 or 12
or both then the problem is more acute. If DBA signify 5 and or 11 then the
recovery is possible in this DBA. If only 5 or 11 operate then the recovery is
slow. If both are signified then the recovery is fast.
8. The percentage of death in Corona Virus case is extremely low. Hence do
not panic. It is almost nil for children and youngster till the age of 20. Chances
of fatalities are higher after the age of 60 as the immune system is unable to
fight the virus attack and the fatality is around 1 to 2%. If all the conditions
of 6th CSL signifying only 6 and 12 and not 5 and 11 then look for connectivity

with 8th. If found then examine the DBA connectivity with Marakas and
Badhaka. Unless, all are present the patient will not die.
9. In order to recover from any disease Ascendant has to be strong. It also
indicates immunity. The Corona virus is very mild and if immunity is strong
then the patient will certainly able to overcome the disease spread by this
novel virus. Look for Ascendant sub lord and if it is connected with 6, 8 or 12
then the immunity will be weak and the recovery will be slow. The person
has to undergo longer treatment. If the Ascendant sub is not connected with
6 or 12 or 8 and it is connected with 1 and 3 then the immunity is very strong
and the recovery will be very fast.
10.6th CSL and its starlord should be examined in detail. Are any of these two
Mercury, Moon or Ketu? If yes then it gives confirmation that the client is
suffering from Corona virus. Further, is Gemini or Taurus rising on the 6th
cusp then also it is an indication towards the novel virus.
11.6th CSL’s starlord or 6th house is in star of Rohini, Mrigashira, Punarvasu or
Ashlesha then the Virus attack being from Corona is very high otherwise it
can be from other infectious disease.
12. Look for the western aspects of Moon and Mercury on sixth cusp or
ascendant. Favorable aspects like trine or sextile on 5th or 11th cusp will
help in recovery. Favorable aspects on the 6th and 12th cusp will increase
the intensity of the issue.
13.Examine the Labhasthana. 11th CSL if connected to 5 and not signifying 6 or
12 then certainly the person will recover from the disease. 11th CSL if fast
moving planet and in the movable sign then the recovery will be fast. If the
11th CSL is slow moving then the recovery will take time.

Summary:
1. Corona Virus is declared as Pandemic having a geographical reach over 100+
countries. It has infected over one lakh persons in a span of three months
killing more than 5000 persons
2. Though the percentage of death is very low and the chances of recovery is
very high, the constant threat of virus through ease of human to human
transmission is extremely high.

3. Mundane astrology can throw more light on the geographies and intensity
of spread and control of the Corona Virus. However, here we have discussed
only KP based prediction of individual cases suffering from symptoms of
Corona Virus.
4. KP Number system will certainly help KP astrologer if he follows it step by
step without rushing for any quick predictions or results.
5. The prediction based on the rules discussed will give a clear picture to the
client whether he is infected with the novel corona virus.
6. Even if the prediction points to hospitalization and recovery then it will help
not only the client but his relatives, contacts and friends that he will be
quarantined in time to help himself and for others.
7. Epidemic fear kills more than from the disease. Timely astrological help will
save many human beings from falling to the fear trap.
8. The rules are precise and simple. Looks for each rule step by step and then
only take a final decision. DO NOT RUSH as your prediction is very important
for your clients.
Let’s address the client’s fears on Corona Virus infection quickly and conclusively.
Let the mankind have clear divine guidance through you.
Good Luck!
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Disclaimer
The purpose of this article is to curtail fears on corona virus, help in early detection to save life, to get faster
medical aid and to control the spread. The author does not claim or advocate that the rules mentioned in
this article are substitute to the medical tests. Astrologers should advice the client to go for medical
confirmation if they are predicting their client to be suffering from Corona Virus.

